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What learning signals enable infants to discover linguistic patterns from a noisy, information-rich perceptual
stream? Some theories of language acquisition invoke memory pressures to explain infant learning, arguing
that linguistic representations constitute efficient compression codes whose discovery might optimize long-
term storage demands [24, 29] and/or working memory demands during real-time speech processing [3].
This view is supported by experimental [18] and modeling [9, 33] evidence, but other work has questioned
the efficiency of human mental codes [23] and the utility of memory pressures for language learning [27]. An
alternative class of theories invokes prediction pressures as a learning signal [31, 15, 1], since knowledge
of linguistic regularities might make speech more predictable. Recent work has argued that incremental
language models [16, 30] acquire language-like representations from a prediction objective [22] and covary
with measures of human processing [13, 36]. This discussion mirrors related discussion about the relative
importance of memory and prediction in theories of adult sentence processing [20, 11] and broad neuronal-
level learning [2, 26, 5, 17, 34], and, as in those fields [21], memory and prediction pressures may play
complementary roles in infant language learning.

In this study, we develop a broad-coverage unsupervised neural network model (Fig 2) to examine pos-
sible influences of memory and prediction pressures on infant phoneme learning from speech. Cochlear
output is submitted to a hierarchical multiscale recurrent neural network (HM-RNN) [6] speech processor.
Each layer of the network processes representations from the layer below, dividing them into discrete seg-
ments; at predicted segment boundaries, the layer both (1) emits its segment label (hidden state) to the layer
above, and (2) flushes its working memory and refreshes it with top-down guidance from the layer above. In
this way, the encoder generates a sparse, hierarchical speech representation over multiple timescales. We
apply a novel incremental objective function that at any point in time attempts to reconstruct B segments
into the past and predict F segments into the future from the layer below, applied only at incoming segment
boundaries. Learning is driven only by these objectives, without supervision for boundary locations or seg-
ment labels. Our model implements several independently supported cognitive constraints: incrementality
[35]; hierarchically organized [14, 25], feature-rich [7, 28] segmental [32, 19] representations; interactive
top-down and bottom-up information flow [38, 10]; modeling of its own sequence of latent representations
[12]; and local error signals that are plausibly supported by human working memory [4, 8].

We use the model to study phoneme learning from English and Xitsonga speech in the Zerospeech
2015 dataset [37], (1) experimentally manipulating B ∈ {0, 5, 25, 50} (strength of memory pressure) and F ∈
{0, 1, 5, 10} (strength of prediction pressure), along with number of layers L ∈ {2, 3, 4}, and (2) evaluating
the impact of these manipulations on three measures of phoneme induction quality: (i) alignment between
modeled and human-annotated phoneme boundaries, and (ii) phoneme and (iii) phonological feature (e.g.
[±voice]) classification accuracy from a linear probe of the first layer’s hidden state (the most phoneme-
like in tuning experiments). Evaluations on a held-out test set (Fig 1) show statistically significant benefits
of working memory pressures (better performance when B > 0), prediction pressures (better performance
when F > 0), and depth (better performance when L > 2), with a general peak in performance when B ≈ 25
and F ≈ 5. The optimality of these values is intriguing because they correspond respectively to 250ms and
50ms intervals, which fall within estimates of the storage duration in humans of the unanalyzed acoustic
traces [8] that are needed to compute the objectives. Performance patterns are largely consistent across
languages and metrics, supporting a language-general, complementary influence of memory and prediction
pressures on overall phoneme learning. We also compare against an architecturally matched untrained
baseline (Baseline U) and against an architecturally matched cross-language baseline (Baseline X, i.e.
English training and Xitsonga evaluation, or vice versa). Baseline U measures architectural inductive bias
(how much phoneme knowledge can be derived from processor design, without learning), while Baseline X
measures domain inductive bias (how much phoneme knowledge can be derived from knowledge of some
form of human speech, without exposure to the target language). Both kinds of biases might plausibly be
innately specified, and comparisons indicate that the full model systematically outperforms them only in
the presence of both memory and prediction pressures. Memory and prediction pressures thus modulate
not only absolute acquisition performance, but also the utility of language experience vis-a-vis plausible
inductive biases. Our study therefore suggests that both memory-driven and prediction-driven learning
signals may be available to infants during early phoneme acquisition.
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Figure 1: Acquisition performance.
Phoneme boundary, label, and feature
learning scores respectively (darker is
better) in English (E) and Xitsonga (X)
as modulated by memory pressure (y-
axes), prediction pressure (x-axes), and
depth (top to bottom by column, shal-
lowest to deepest). All three variables
improve phoneme acquisition.
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Figure 2: Model.
Cyan indicates
boundaries, grey
arrows show en-
coder information
flow, and orange
and green arrows
respectively show
backward and
forward decoder
information flow.
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